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ONG World

f)

Look at the pictures. With a partner, decide what you think they are.

0

Listen and complete the song. The missing words are all illustrated in a.

World
Got a 1 package full of wishes

Should there be people or peoples?

A time machine, a magic wand

4_ _ _ _,

A

2

made out of gold.

Raise your

funny pedestals for fools who never pay

5 _ _ __

No instructions or commandments

Don't be shy, the 6

Laws of gravity or indecisions to uphold

Lose the 7

Printed on the 3

Fill the

I see

8

,

choose your steeple
can look the other way

,

keep the faults

without the 9 _ _ __

ACME's Build-a-World-to-be

Let every man own his own 10_ _ __

Take a chance, grab a piece

Can you dig it, baby?

Help me to believe it

Chorus

Chorus

Sunlight's on the 11 _ _ __

What kind of world do you want?

Sunlight's on the way

Think anything

Tomorrow's calling

Let's start at the start

There's more to this t han love

Build a masterpiece
Be careful what you wish for

Chorus

History starts now...

SONG FACTS
This song was originally recorded in 2006 by Five for
Fighting, the stage name of American singer songwriter
John Ondrasik. The name Five for Fighting is an
expression used in hockey (which he used to play) when
a player receives a five-minute penalty for fighting. The
song was used by the History Channel in an advert for
the TV network.

GLOSSARY
uphold = support something you believe to be right and make
sure that it continues to exist
ACME = imaginary name of a company first used in a cartoon
can you dig it? = do you like it? (NAmE)
grab= to take something or somebody with your hand
suddenly, firmly or roughly
choose your steeple= choose your religion
steeple = a tall pointed tower o n the roof of a chu rch
fau lts = a place w here there is a problem in the layers of rock in
the earth's crust
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SOLUTIONS OF SONG 10B
WORLD
1 package
2 globe
3 box
4 money
5 army
6 satellites
7 earthquakes
8 oceans
9 salt
10 had
11 bridge

